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ABSTRACT

Six: criticall experiments: were; perfSrmedshoitly before; the; initial' ascension: to goweircrfFtfie; High;
Hux: Isotope ReactOrr (jHHRJi. Critical! configurations; were- determined at various; controJJ r o i
gositionssBy var^irg:the^SQluBJeiboroniGGnfentiixi the:liglitiwarer cooJant:. Calculktecti fceffecriye:was
Z95r Higfo at! begihning-Qf-Hfe (iEQE)! topical' Gcaiditibnsi, Ihit was EG) at endki&life (B3L)i typical;
conditions. Axially averaged paweir distributions; Sm ai givem radial; location! were ftequently wjthiit
exgeriiireatali error.. At: specific r̂ z: lbcations witlii t f e corff,, the caleulatedi power densities were;
agnificantlyydiffierent ftonri theexperiinentaJly;derived1 values. A reassessment af the. SJIIJ activation
dat&i seems; desirable..

led;.ln The
fuellelenrents; consist! af two:concentricwrings having; a fueled height- afF5ffi& cnr;, am oiiteir radius offZL
cnEanrfianiiniierradius;o£7ill cm.. TIie^riiigEaEKcompiKedlof 11277mm]tm'idc;,Allclad3platiesftentihtd)
theishageaf aniinyoluteof ^circle;. A^unifornr,,ILZWmnrthiidcwatergap)exists;ftetweeniplates. The;
initial approach: to) criticall wass iin 1SS63;.

i garti oCestaaushing: the;G^i^rting;limit& foirtheHHiR>, a>. setorTsixrcriticaii experihTentsswexe;
performed! shortlx/before: the initial] ascensiba 03) fulll pewer.. The;j±trLK?- reacttar physics; reportt (Ke£.
155 includes; a; descrigtibm oft t he experiments; wifcfri t he fbilbwmg statement: of objectives;. "These
experiments}, referredl t a as d i e HHECE-4! experimentsi. were performed! td) (;li)j ihsestigatie; small
differences (between; piEvibus; criticals)) and! the BEHK. overaUI core; assemblies^. (2)) amain: mom;
detailed! power^distrimitibni data], (3S)) ealffirate; the;control rods;, amf ($t)) investigate moEe ttiDroughly
t h e questioni afTreproducibiliiy;!'1

expfirinientss were; critical]. "VariatioHi in: contodl IXHII height for the six: experiments; was
acMeved%theadm'tibma£soru&ltebonm AlihuConeoiTtheexperiments:
hadi ac, siinulatedl water targetLiin t h e central] island! o£tneEeactoE. TBefinali experiment! had a target
brelievedl att t h e tiine t o accurately/ approximate the neuttoic afeorgtibn: im the planned' Piir-242' target
rods.



The local power densities were delerminedi through! activation of uranium foils. The foils were
counted! in; agamma. ionizationichamberwithi a counting accuracy of +-l%. "Performance of multiple
irradiations indicated '.that1, theaccuracy of the: relative power distribution was about 5% (97% of the
points agree: withini -K-5%)." (Ref. I); Power distribution data for a 1 cm (radial) by 2 cm (axial) grid
are provided in? Ref, 1 for eadx critical experiment The: power distributions are interpolations
between: or extrapolations^ from the: locations with: activated foils, Some foils were circular with a
surface area of QlJ cm* *Z; others rectangular with a length of 635 cm and a width, of 0.16' cm..

CROSS SECTION: PROCESSING

Befbrephysics parameters caiube calculated; nuclear datamust be processed into a usable format.
A descriptibn:Q£the nuclear datasource and the computerprograms usedto process the data follows.
The processing; models are described to a sufficient degree so as to allow for recreation of the few
group library should that be necessary. Finally, a discussion is given of the few group library which:
is the end product of the cross section: processing procedure.

xWCEEAR DATA LIBRARY

The starting; point for nuclear data preparation: is the 39 group ANSL-V General Purpose
Neutron: library (Ref. 2). All of the data- extracted! from this library for use iir the; HHR calculations
were derived from: data from the; Evaluated Nuclear Data File/B - Version: V (ENDF/B-V, Ref 3).
The procedure by, which; ENDF/B-V data: were collapsed to the: 39 group structure; is described- in
Ref 2.

The; 39 group library is in what is termed "AMPX master format". "This means that each; nuclide
lit the library must be processed further to obtain correct cross section values for the unresolved and
resolved resonance regions for that nuclidei. A description of the; AMPX master format is contained
uxRefi.2..

COMPUTER PROGRAMS USED TO PROCESS NUCLEAR DATA

AUi programs described in thisi seetibni are modules of the; AMPX system: (RefL. 4)i. Hbwever;.
better docunrentatibni of the; programs: and required: input cam be; found iixi Re£. 5i.

te. The: solfepurposeofthisr step; is to> extract only
those nuclides from the library/which: are; td; be used iir modeUhg; the HEER reactor.. A new AMPX
master library, is created whicit will be: used! iir subsequent steps;. Ey creating a small subset of the

l 39 group; library/ some; connjutatibnall time; is; savedi iir succeeding steps..

The; second program executed fc theBQKAME module.. The purpose of this step is td) generate
correct cross; section values for tlie. unresolved resonance; energy range (see; Re£. S)l The algorithm
to: accomgUsh: this; task: fc simple. Eirst̂ , the; infinitely,' dilute values; of the; various reactions; are
computed^fbreachanudidfe. Tfien "Bbndarenko:factOTsf aisdetenmn^ed:by calculating;each;:nudide's
cross sectiiat as; a) function: of "background" crasr section: and generating the ratio of that value to the
ihfihitely'diluttevalue;. Ey/generatmgCTOss;sectii3nEaijiiEsnonfl^g;td;severaLbacl^
values and finrseveraT temperatures^, a tatilecan:be;constructed and; interpolation! used to detennihe
intermediate values.



The BONAMIstepanditttetwosuGceedingsteps^requiresameidentiEcatiDn of a "unit cell". This
unit cell! geometryis input^directly into the;B'ONMMIandXSDRlsTPM (described subsequently) steps
and indirectly into the NTTAWIL (described! next!) step.

For a; conventional; power reactor,, a unit fuel! cell: is defined as a single fuel pin and its
surrounding: water channel. The analogy for HHOR would be to select: a single involute plate and its
associated water channel. However this assumption, would beincorrect due to the small size of the
HHRcore..

Dn a; power reactor, the external dimensions of the: reactor core: are very large compared to the
diameter of a fuel pin (several: hundred times larger); But for the HFER, the thickness of the fuel
region of the: annular cow is only about 140; mm; The: escape: probability for ai neutron born in the
HFER is much;, much: greater than: for one bout irij a- power reactor core. Indeed;, the purpose: of the
HFERl is to-leak: neutrons to the: central! region: where they may be: absorbed m target rods.

The neutron spectra ini the: core is dominated by the; thermal neutrons reluming from the
berylliums reflector.. It is notedi in: Ref.. 32 that the homogeirization of fuel,, clad and coolant, is
acceptable: since the thermal! flux depression: from: cooUant eenterline to fuel! centerlitie is only 6i8%..
Consequently,, for the HFIR, the "unit! celF is the entire reactorc.

For the BONAME step*, a cylindrical̂ , four zone problem; was; created. The inner zone was a
homogenized! HHR target. Surrounding; this: region! was a: representative fuel! region with: cmy trace
amounts of fission:: products. Adjacent! to the fuel was; a control! region- The outermost region was
beryllium.

Tiie target regibn: actinide compositiaa is: shown; iii Tabre- 11. Table: 1 is; based on data for
Tiansuranium: Facility campaign; 65 (January, 1986); supplied! by C. W. Alexander; ORNL.

Table: 1.. HEIR Target Rod! Initial] Composition:

Nuclide

Eu238

Eu242:
Ain2.43L
Am243;
Cm244!
Cm24SJ
Cm24S;
Cin24tf
GniZ48-
C1252',

Grams;

0)00060)
0)213203
0)00002;
G1GG057
0M59
0)1463
4)5730!:
QJ065K
3ili523;
0)0889
0)550^

omms

Unit Cell Atom Density
(ktoms per bam'cmi))

*****

4,2S5S4er6
3;98485er-I0
H13099e>8:
9:14522e-7
2L89QS2&-6
8)S©933e-5
1=285696-6
6il53G6er5
L.72823e-6
I.066Z6e>5
L85818e-lffi

The pellets in; the; target: rods; are Qi632i cnt ihi diametieF and are: assumed to be: clad with: 0)24 am
thitk: Al-̂ OSiL. Hie pins: are located! am a triangulaii piitclt of H689 cm. Appropriate atom densities



for the: constituents of water and Al-6061 were included with: the: smeared actinide atom densities in:
the BQNAMI modell

Oiie other input to the BONAMI model; is the Dancoff (rod shadow) factor.. Continuing the
argument made previously, since the:whole core is the unit cell;, the Danceff factor must be calculated
foEthe; whole core; firmestinstances,, the: Daneoff factor fora one lump object is 0:0. However the
annular geometry far the HEER- means that there is some: probability that a neutron entering the
central target region: will! pass through-' and cause & fission; on. the. "other side" of the annulus.

The; CSAS1 module, of the SCALE system (:R'e£. 5) was; used to determine the Dancoffi factor of
an annulus having the same homogenized fuel region atom densities as the: HHR but with: water in
the central, target region. The calculated Dancoffi factor was 0; 001774 andthis value was input to the
EONAME program. Nbtethat this exceptionallylowvalue indicates that the annuius acts as if it were
a single Lump..

The: third step in cross section; processing: is to execute the NLTAWL module to properly process
the resolved resonance energy region for those miclides which: have resolved resonances:. With the
exception of the uranium isotopes;, alii actihides are assumed to be present iix "infinitely dilute"
quantities.. Likewise certain' alloying agents in A1-6G61 which: have resolved resonance data are
assumed to have: infinitely dilute; concentrations:. The uranium isotopic ratios are; assumed to be
typical; values from those repoEtedl inRef. 1.. The NITA.WTL model is based on the Nbrdfreim: integral
treatment for a homogeneous annulus:.

It is in the NITAWL step that the temperature of the; nuclide is used to select appropriate
scattering data; and correctly doppler broaden the; cross; section resonances. All off the target
actiirides and all5 of the fuel miclides and fission products are assumed to have a temperature: of 450
degrees; Kelvin.. The water coolant̂  structural] materials: and: beryllium: reflector are alii assumed to
have atemperatiireof343 degrees; Keivini. Note that t&emaster cross-ŝ ectibni library contains; nuclear
data only at certain temperatures.. The NITA-WL code; selects; data at a temperature closest to that
entered by the user. N<3 ihterpolatibn is; perlbrmedl.

T&e: finaLl step in the cross; section processing; procedure is to; execute the XSDRNEM program..
XSDSNBM is a one-diinensibnali,, discrefe ordihates; solutibn to) tfte: Boltzman transport equatibn,.
The model input to XSDEOT5C is; the; same as; tfiat s&owni iit Table A.6̂  of Ref. 1 except for two
cnanges.,

T&e central target zone; was; modified! ten be three zones with! smeared! atom densities;
corresponding; to; the current: target; comfguEatJiini. TBE innermost zons corresponded to tfee
Hydraulic irradiation tube. TBe second! zone1 represented; t&e. US curiumi target rods. T&e: third zone
represented] t&e. W irradiation pHsitfenE (assumed; to; be Ali tubesjl.

Tire; second: change; was: to) split: t&e; control rod] zone into: two regions,. This allowed for
representation; off botfc t&e europium "black!" and t&e tantalum: "grey" regions; iir t&e; same model!. A
fc-effeetive; calculation! was; performed wu&i XSBRNHvC using;, a buckling: factor corresponding to: t&e
geome^fcfteigh^oft&e&elediregib^^ Tfrecalculated
value was; 1.0691..

Ebrcing; t&e calculatedi fc-effective. value; to) be I.W: would have; required a buckling height less
t&an t&e; physical neig&t. Efciwever, ttie budding factor for tlie thermal group is negative - Sux
peaking outside: t&e; core:. For t&e; epithermaJ and fast groups,, it is likely to; be close to t&e geometric



truckling: Since the better procedure of having: group dependent buckling is not available in
XSDRNPM, the buckling; Height was, set to- the geometric freight.

The 39 group cross section! set was collapsed to a: 7 group set with the energy boundaries shown,
in Table 2. The selection; of these boundaries is; based? on parametric studies performed as a part
of the design of the Advanced Neutron Source: reactor (R'erT. 6).

Table 2. Group Structure for 7~Group
Cross Section Library

Group Number

L
2.
3
4
5
6
7

Hipper Energy Boundary

2G;Q;MeV
IQOkeV
liCXJeV"
0:625 eV"
0:33: eV~
0:162 eV" -
0:Q3GQieV
QiOOOOI eV

In order to calculate temperature coefficients of reactivity, it is necessary to nave cross-section
data at elevated temperatures.. Specifically, hydrogen datasets are needed at multiple temperatures^
T&e: same calculatibnaL sequence was used for the generation of elevated temperature datasets.
Alternate temperature values were specified in the BQNAMT and NTIAWIL datasets and the group
collapse performed using the- existing XSDRNPM dataseL.

REACTOR ANALYSIS

The BOLD-VENTURE system for nuclear reactor analysis: was used ta determine fc-effectivesi,
fluxes;and power distributions: (Re£. 7).. The VENTURE ditliisibn tfieory moduleof the system had;
as: input,, an R - Z model! created; witfc VJ annulac fiiel zonesj target^ reflector and conrrQl blade
regions;. T&e input to the VENiiUKE! systemi was based on datas provided irt HjgSi A Ŝ tfirougli AuiQ
and Table AJ5 ofRsE, 1L. This, sectibrc wul: present those parts: of t&e input dktaset wbieftj ditTered
from the descripfibii! gjveni iiL Ref,. 1..

FUEHKEGLON

Deviating; from t&edescriptibm ini Ref. 1,, tfie fuel! element sideplates were explicitly represented
iffit&eVENTUiREmQdeli, AJso^,tfeatQmidensLties:.fGrtfiea3nst^ents:orr trte: fuel] zones were based
on AT-60ffiE radier tfiarr pure AH. Both t&e AI Slier and fuel] plate; clad were assumed toi be Al-6061.
The atom densities; for tfle borom and uranium isotopes; were calculated from HgSi. A3 and A-1Q

ic drawings of t&e inner and outerr fuel] plates respectively); and compared: to: values; given in
. L. Agreement was; excellent: (usually witMhi li%-)1. The total quantity of U-235 asg (y ) qy

talliedi rrann the input was; found to be 9146: Eg. The value quoted ik Re£. I is 9̂ 40 Kg.



The radial mesh, in the VENTURE model was, the same as that noted in Table A.6 oi Ref. 1.
The axial mesh varied according to the critical! experiment being modeled; the control blade position
varying according to coolant, boron loading for: a given! critical) experiment.

CONTROL BLADES

In Ref. 1, the: outer element sideplate and inner control blade and water gap between these
structures were all homogenized into one region. In, the VENTURE model these structures were
represented separately. However, for the control blade, the AT clad was homogenized with the
control poison material.

The "black" control material reported! in Table A6 of Ref. 1 is borom The actual control blades
used in the HFTRCE4 experiments had europium: in this region;. The VENTURE model contains
atom densities corresponding to the europium oxide - tantalum - Al design (still the current HFTR
configuration). The dimensions and content of the control blade were supplied by R. W: Hobbs,
Research; Reactors Division.

Initial calculations of experiments with: the- control rod: fully inserted yielded unusually low values
of calculated1 fc-effeetive. The nuclear data far the contra! region: was examined and the diffusion
coefficient for the europium, region; was modified via a procedure: described iii Appendix A. All:
calculated le-effective values reported here; are1 for models: incorporating the modified europium
diffusion coefficient..

RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

The calculated values of lc-efFective are shawm in Table; 31 The best agreement between;
calculation and experiment is seem iii the "deanest" eore; configuration (blades out); At this point,
agreement is -0.3%.. The worst case is witfij control blades fully inserted] and a water target -
agreement being 2:2%-..

Table 31. Calculated; k-eSectives for
HHKL Critical] Experiments

Expt. Noi.

4 1
4 2
4 3
4 4
4 5
4.6

Control Blade:
Pasitibn (cm);

44145
49128:
54:09?
61.72.
&7lMi (but):
42iI6

Boron Cone:, iit
GboIant(ggerL))

(M
0.527

osm
us,
1.35

Target
Materials

water
water
water
water
water
sim., Pu

Ic-effective:

urns
.9872.

.<mz

.996^
I.Q2Q6

The; source; of t&e; discrepancy, at begjfanmgrofrfflfe tjpicall conditions (2S5r)) is unknawni. By
camparisoii of cases 4:11 and! 4i6j, it would: appear t&at the; source, of the discrepancy is independent
of target material!. T&e caleulatihnal! Bias cfranges sigii as t&e control blade; is wthdrawn and then
appraadies 1L0J. Based era t&e assumptions tliat t&e 67:3:1 cm rod position] represents endi-o£-liFe,? there
should be no; bias; applied! to actual! reactsar calculatibns wnea attempting to determine cycle length,
for a; given: reactor: configuratibBi.



The effect on k-effective of varying the number of mesh points in the fuel is shown in Table 4.
For all eases examined;, there is a slight increase: in calculated fc-effeetive (0.002 to 0.004) as the
number of mesh: points in; the fuel) is; increased.. However,, the previously identified discrepancies
remain largely unchanged:.

Table 4.. Effect of Mesh Point Spacing on
Calculated! K-effectives

Expt. Nbi.

4.1
4.1
4 2
4.2
4 5
4 5
4.6
4:6

Mesh. Points

R

19
68
I9:

68
19
68
19
68;

iiiFueli

Z

30
78:
54
63
30
78.
30:
86;

K-effeetive

1.022:
LQ26
0:987
0.989:

0:997
1.000:
1.021
1.024

HJrlK procedures stipulate that any change/addition to; the irradiation positions must be certified
to cause no more than a 5% increase in local power density/ at any given position in the reactor..
Frequently this; certification; is made: by; comparison to; previously performed experiments.. For new
materials or designs^ certification must rely on computations;.

Comparisons; of calculated! and experimentally derived; local power densities for eacfti of the six
critical experiments are given iin Figs^ 1 and 1L. The description] of the experiments,, the* measurement
procedure, some: of the experimental] data;, and; ail! of the experimentally derived! local power densities
are contained iix Re£ 1..

As the control blades are witfidrawni (Expts.. 4 1 - 4i5J), t&e power densities iir the inner element
change: from beinggenerally averpredicted ta being underpredietedL Likewise,, as; tfre blades (located;
outsitfe t&e outer element} are withdrawn;, the power densities; at the outside edge of t&e outer
element are aveEpredlcted; and those at the ihsidfe edge are underpredicted..

For convenience,; t i e locations and! values of the maximum] point power densities; are; contained;
m Table 5L Mm s&Qwn) tfiere are die Ibcaabns andi valhes of t&e greatest pereentage diSerence by
which; t&e experimentally' measured; local power densiiy/ exceeds t&e calculated; value;. Tfte former is
important because of safety considerations related; ttc the "hctC spot" power densiij:. TBe; latter is
important for determining ircmTrmm bias factors; w&ic&i could be appHed; to calculations ta insure
conserwatism regarding tfiermaL-&YdtauiHr- limits.,

The impact an calculated;power disiriSuticai of increasing, then
for experimenti 4i6j; t&e; Sne mesh} calcuiiatiEn: exhibits, poorer agreement wit&; experiineat.. T&e fine
mesh calculation appears to; yieM a: mare stiongty/ buckled flux distribution tfians experimental
measurements yield.
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Fig, 1 Comparisons of galulated and mensured power
densities for HFIR eritieal experiments; inner element at left,
outer at right; light shade == undercalculate by more than 5%,
dark shadei ^ overcalculate by more than 5%.
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Fig, 2 Additional comparisons of calulated and measured power
densities for HFIR oritical experiments; inner element at left,
outer at right; light shade = undercaieujat© by more than 5%,
dark shade ^ overcalculate by more than 5%/



Table 5,. Peak Power Locations, for Critical1 Experiments

Expt. Net.

4 1
4 2
4 3
4 4
4 5
4.6

] Max- Relative Power Density

Value

238;
1.64
1.62
1.56
150:
211

Location (Tcni);

Radial

i7;oo:
7.14
7.14
7.14
X14

moo:

Axial

25:.4O:
0..0Q;
0:00;
0:00;
0.00;

25.40;

j Max-9

; Value

34.69
29.29
22.66
19.04:
17.66
30.5Q:

'a BxgL. Ovei^ Calc.

Location fern)

Radial

21.00
21.00
20,00
21.00
21.00
21.00

Ariai

200
400

16.00'
18.00:
-8.00:
-4.00

For calculation; of margin to: incipient boiling,- the key parameter of interest is the quantity
of energy deposited in the water coolant as; it Sows downward through tne core;. Consequently,,
it is desirable la accurately estimate tne quantity of neat generated along any axial pathway inside
the core- Table 6 provides a comparison; off experimentally measured and calculated,, axiiaUy
averaged relative power densities for each of tne six critical experiments, la almost all cases, the
level of agreement is within; tne experimental! uncertainty (5%)_

The accuracy of calculated; focal power densities' for these critical experiments, is; summarized
in a. slightly different manner in TaMe X The second column int the table contains the
calcuIatiGxt-tarexperiment (c/ej ratio for the point in the core at which the percentage by which
trie experimental value exceeds; the calculated value is; largest. That is,, the point at which the
computational method would! most underpredict the power on a percentage basis. The third and
fourth columns provide, data for the hottest axcaE coolant path ihi the core. The third column
shows the axially averaged c/e ratio. The fourth column shows c/e ratios for the point in the
hottest axial path at which the computational method wouldi most underpredict the power on a
percentage basis..

The variation in the max, local: c/e ratio; for whole core casts some doubt on the ability ta
accurately determine the: worth of a perturbation. A reassessment of the manner m whfen the
irradialedl foil data; were transformed to power densitv; maps seems desirable since no details of
the procedure are contained! net RefL L. A significant impact an experiment/'calculation! agreement
cxraldi occur depending; on the procedure used! to count the foil activity. Since the length of these
foils is greater than the mesh spacing for which: the experimentally derived data K reported* the
manner cat which the foils were analyzed! (cut into; pieces or measured whole)} must be known to
correctly interpret th& values reported! in Re£ L



Table 6. Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Anally
Averaged Relative Power Densities:

Radius, (cm)

7.14
8,0
9.0:

IQJO

11.0
120:
126
15.15
16.0/

18,0:
19:0
2010-
21.0

4.1

456
-4m
-2.48:
-.26
.91
55

5,70
332

-359
-.51
-.76

-L64
-L58:

-6.76

4^:

.66
-9106
-6:29
-3-5S:
-2.39
-4.07
-.61
-.63

-615
-.38
241
475
9167

10142

Experiment

4.3

-.25:
-10.14
-7.49
-4.18
-3.82
-5.25
-.34

-3J7
-6.52:

.13!

222
5,40

11.19
9141

Number

4.4

-431
-15.82
-10:73.
-6.11
-6.12:
-935
-5.16
-8109
-8154

.07
3.19
6JB

1227
14.67

4_5:

-5.09
-15.70;
-1238
-8.Q5
-780:

-10.79
-7J2
-728;
-8154

.40!
430!
&06

1L93
14,70-

4 is

-Z8S
-937
-6.70
-6..Q0
-4J2
-330:
25S
3.03

-491
-^3
220:̂
623-

14.16
14,17

Table 7. Local Power Density Ratios for
H H R CHtfcal Experiments

Contrail Blade
Position (cm):

4216
444$
4912S
54L09
6O2.
6X31 (GU^:

CaTcalationrto-Experirnent Ratio:

: Max Local for
• WnoIeCore

01695
0653
0i707
0i773
GiSm
01823!

"Hot

AxM Ave.

L029
01954
01993
1.002
LQ4J:
0.853

Streak1"

Max. Local

01944
01838:
0.9101
019616
0l991i
01823

WmTJe the. worst posiitfim for t h e w&ofe core &as a c/e raffoi muc6 fawer tj&aa deseed
(•experfinentaE er ror -fr-5%% the axfally averaged: values fer tire not streak are; acceptable m. all
b u t o n e ease. However, t&e 6>OI cm case. £E t&e only critical con%uratiai i ih wMcft tiie "bot
streak" Ees along t b e outside edge- of tfre outer faeE elenienL. TKs regian Ess a t tfie point o f
transrtibii berweeni a weaHy absorbihg rcpoK (Be^ AL water) and a strongly absorbing regfon
(Mghly enricriedi nramunijL I n e assumptions ujcderljmg drffiasion; tneary wouM b e least: appEcabfe:
a t tha t pofiit m t b e modeL



The ability to accurately calculateaxially averaged power densities is important because the
temperature; at: the: exit! of the: "Hoi. streak" determines the margin to incipient bailing and
therefore, the: maximum1 steadyrstate; overpower limiil. These: calculations indicate that reactor
physics; calculation > input: to:: the; thermaUhydraulic: computer codes should' yield accurate (within
experimental! uncertainties) "Hot streak" exit temperatures: for all except the "rods full out"
posi tiam At that: configuration;. a: hi ass of 15%: should] be applied.

CONCLUSIONS:

ŝ eciffĉ  few group neutrairanicoupjedineutromgamma libraries have been prepared;
Tirese:are;basedan:data:fxomiEM3F/BrVand^^^ conditions.. The:neutron
library includes: actim'de data for curium1 target! rods: fir previous calculations reported in 1971,
only simulated; Fu-242 target: data were; utilized].

Six critical: experiments^. collectively, designated; HEIR: critical experiment 4, were: analyzed:
Calculated Ineffective was;2%: high: at EQLrtypicallconditions? but was; 1.0 at: end-of-Iifetypicai;
conditions^ These: results: indicated] that: if exposure: related parameters; can be: estimated
accurately, an: accurate, estimate; of cycle; length; should! be attainable..

Through: studies of the: critical] experiments^ it: was; determined] ttiati a special; blackness
treatment was; required iir order t a a b t a i n a ^ ^
of the control blades. Nevertheless; the variance; in; k^effective asa function: of control; blade:
position: indicated! that reviews; of the exact positions of the: control blades- and! the exact boron
concentrations; iirthecoolantwere: needed:.

The; locali power density distributions; were; calculated for each; of the critical! experiments.
The axially averagedvaluesatajgivenradiiis were=ffequentlj;withih:experimental1error..Hbwever
at: individual; points, the: calculated local; power densities: were significantly different: from: the:
experimentally derived values- (several; times: greater than; experimental; uncertainty). A:
reassessment of the;foil activation: data;seems;desirable;.

One; potential; use; off diffusion; calculations; is: tin the; certification: off reactor experiments.. I t
is; required that; a; given experiment will: not; change; any local power density by more: than 5%.
Thecritical :experimenticalculatidns;iiidicate;that conly^ceilaiff!experiments;could;be:certifieit!using
diffusion: theory.

If: the; reactivity- worttt: off the exgeriinenti: is; small (control: blade: movement lesss than: a
centimeter)^ then: unperturbed1 and perturbed distributions; couldi be compared; to: determine
prexcenta^difEerencK.Hbwevei^.iflthepre^and^st-^^erim^
are; significantly different; them the; differences; hx the power distributions; among the; critical

e x g e r i m l l d i i 5 % A ^ i f f i i ; i
conclusion;
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APPENDIX A

Equivalent: EXiffusikm TThenry CTaefficients Derived
Erom Transport Theory Calculations

Initial! cslculations?Q£;the six: critical: expaeriments? snowed: that those-in. which, the control
blades- were fully• or nearly fully withdrawn: yielded!fe-effeetiwes? close to, L0. However,, those
in; which- the control blades? were inserted! yielded! kreffecti-ves which- were low (0.9). After
verify ing the model input regarding, contrail blkdepositibn: and! boron, content in. the coolant,
it was- suspected that the? diffusi on. coefficients as?generated! by the computational procedure
were in. error. A procedure: by A.. F.. Henry (fHefl. 8s) i for dealing: with: bladed control rods
was- employed- to> derive new: diffusion coefficients?,.

Henry states,, "for- the? one dimensional! case,, we use- the fact that parameters which,
preserve- alii the integrated: reaction; rates? within, all! subregibns? P7: must: necessarily preserve
the net leakage' rate aut of each: %, Ex sla& geometry (or in: this case, annular geometry
in. whichi the height » thickness? of the annulus?), this? extra restriction- implies- that,, i£ we
know from more accurate calculations: (in: thiis case discrete ordinates calculations? ftonx
XSERuSE'Mi) the column- vector X(ri) of group; c^rrents^ at the point; ar,% separating:: a. zone
of thiickness A^_.j: from: its neighbor' of tihickness? ẑ ,-,. we want the- equivalent diffusion-
theory p srameters for these zones? to> be such, that: soluticnj of the group) diffusion: equations
containing; the effective constants? will! reproduce the J(r,:).. IE we? also?' require that the
columni vector of group: fluxes 3S(TT}:) i at: alll the ihterfaces? matchi those values? knowrc fronx
more accurate calculatibiK? (again?,, discrete ordihates? calculations? using XSERiNPTvl), a
systematic: procedure for fmdihgc the equivalent: parameteis? emerges,"

"Weconsitfer first the? onergroup: case; withi th?e?materiall insiide&,,. homogeneous?but not;
of. a: nature such: that diffusibn theory shoulii- be valiaV."' fir. this?- case,, at controll blade with:
no-annular? air axial (height:»thickness);^ vardatibm. If equi-valent constants n ' ^ , ^ . and

D) cam be foundl for this case,, they will! be suchi that: within. A*, the one?-graup5 Pt equations
are

-^m< +

dfr

Note that for this? problem) vv^f = 01. AISEEI note,, that: the above equations? are applicable
tcr tHe-. raulfcigraup) solutibni if we assume tihatt tliere is? naa scatterings betweem groups.. Given,
the? sewenrgraup;! energy/ structure and! tlie fact; thatt tiie; control! blades? are composed! of
euro?piumi (fatarcdc: number? = 62s)) this? is? a-gaadl ass?uim7tib?n;.



In matrix:form these become:.

(1)

and,, with, the definitions::

Q

(L) becomes1

The solution, to tins; equation, is- giiven in. Ee£. fi: and; is- shown to be

where • the subscripts- ii,. iH-L representc intervals) iix the? profilem; and'

Eefinirtg blackness; coefficients; a- and: /J' by

°"

it: cani bê  shawm that;

airdl

Eoir tfee calculktibns oTescrilied:; iix. this; dbcumenti,, multigroup Sux: andi current; values; for
meshi p:oiirtS3 om the front; and! resc faces Q£ the contrail Brlkdfe were; used: ta define1 a and 0:..
The group diffiiBibni caefSbientsj were them detenniiredl direct%:



The VENTURE neutronics module has an. input option whereby two constants, a and
by can. be entered: and: the- value-afT the diffusion coefficients, for a given, zone, as calculated
from, the cross-section, data, library are- modified: according to the formula

new/ diffusion, coefficient: = <r (old. diffusion coefficient) + b

The diffusion, coefficients; for the europium, region o£ the control rod were corapared
ta.< the "old" values, derived from, the data, library and could be linearly correlated, with, a.
correlation. coefExiient E?\. equal to GiSSfS.. The value o£ <x was determined to be 0.01937
and the value of fi> was determined to.- be Q.Q01SSS.


